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(1) Specific Goals for the Course
General English provides a supportive classroom environment where students can explore and
expand on the language learned in high school using a multi-skills approach. Although general in
nature, this course also aims to provide a bridge between high school English and the academic
English required at University. Students will be motivated by high-interest, authentic topics that will
increase student fluency and confidence in spoken English.
By the end of the course, students should be able to:
(i) Demonstrate academic communication skills and participation in discussing class topics and
sharing opinions. (Support Graduation Requirements Indicator 10-1)
(ii) Use appropriate English vocabulary and grammar in general and academic contexts to explore
global issues. (Support Graduation Requirements Indicator 10-3)
(2) Topics for the Course
At the end of this course students will be able to:
• Clearly express their opinions on contemporary topics using English.
• Demonstrate an English fluency sufficient to communicate in pairs, small groups, and with the
teacher to accomplish classroom tasks.
• Apply their knowledge of new grammar structures to produce the academic style of English used
at university.
•

Show an awareness of critical thinking skills

(3) Assessments for the Course


Course Score = Weekly Participation (WP, 15%) + Oral Presentation (OP, 45%) + Final
Examination (FE, 40%)



Achievement of Course Goal = (WP Mean Score*WP Weight*0.15 + OP Mean Score*OP
Weight*0.45 + FE Mean Score*FE Weight*0.4) / (100*WP Weight*0.15 + 100*OP
Weight*0.45 + 100*FE Weight*0.4)
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Rubrics for the Course:
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